
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION. 

1.1. Background of Study

Conflict is an interaction that happens between people who have very
different concepts, plans and life goals, these variations can build violence and
psychological disorders. The conflict conjointly defines as a conflict, dangerous
behaviour, disputation and conflict with others. A conflict happens once another
party rejects a claim or one party makes statement.  This shows that disputes
occur  once  the  conflicting  parties  show  actions  or  arguments  against  the
controversy (Jaffar, Thamrin, and Shuib, 2011: 194). Conflict is additionally not
identical with a crisis that is a scenario wherever people and social group react
and not relationships between actors. Conflict is not perpetually violent, but the
conflict  can  happen.  The  connection  between  violence  and  clarification  of
conflict  requests  in  sure  phases  of  a  conflict  can  cowl  regarding  aspects  of
violence  however  if  the  violence  continues  it  will  loses  all  capability  to  be
primary, so a controlled and restricted tool in these cases actually erodes conflict
and pushes it in another direction, pure termination, war and act of terrorism.
(Wieviorka, 2010: 3).

According to Marx, conflict does not only result in dynamic relationships in
existing social structures, however social systems are underneath transformation
through conflict  (Coser  in Wiley, 2013:  200).  Conflict  theory is  similar  with
crime; the crime can deal with the social variations, classes, races, and strengths
employed by the upper class through criminal justice. Conflict theorists mention
that difference in variations in wealth, status, ideas, and faith (Lanier and Henry,
Bystrova and Gottschalk, 2015: 4).

Conflict has two types; there are internal conflicts and external conflicts.
First, Internal conflict may be a conflict that happens in individual thoughts and
goals set by themselves. Internal conflict provides associate unstable basis for
positive leads to the surface world, as a result of people typically select many
aspects of  the surface world to match teams inside themselves (Turner in Al
Hourani 2019: 141). Internal conflict may be a downside featured by a character;



issues with characters that need personal opinions or selections. This call should
conclude with the correct conclusive call (Sumner and Brewer in Shaleva, 2011:
2). Second is external conflict, it is a conflict that happens once characters are
concerned  in  misery,  and  world  cruelty,  problems  like  community,  nature,
government and alternative characters. External conflict defines as a conflict that
happens  in  human,  nature  and cluster.  External  conflict  relates  to  the  world
issues. (Sumner and Brewer in Shaleva, 2011: 2).

According to Coser and Simmel, social conflict is a crucial a part of the
interaction between humans. The definition of social conflict is as an interaction
relationship  between two people  who reach exclusive  or  incompatible  goals.
Lewis a Coser argues that the nearer the connection is and the lot of participants
concerned, the lot of opportunities for conflict. The lot of frequent interactions,
the lot of opportunities for hostile interactions (Coser in Al Hourani, 2019: 141).
Because  of  Marx  assumed  that  society,  as  an  arena  of  social  conflict,  the
functions and roles of social groups are understood through the financial system.
(Omar and Jabeen, 2016: 196). Social conflict as a tension between what reality
and what  ought  to be in accordance with the views of sure social  groups or
people.  Then,  social  conflict  is  an action to  assert  values,  status,  power  and
resources.  The  act  of  social  conflict  has  the  aim  of  fighting,  damaging  or
destroying to others people. (Coser in Pethukov, 2015: 3).

From the point of view of the topics concerned within the conflict,  four
kinds of conflict can see, among others: first intrapersonal conflict or conflict of
role arises  once conflicting necessities  against  somebody, regarding what  the
results of the work ar. The second is social conflict that may manifest within the
type of individual disputes. it has totally different characters, views, values, and
social, that is a frequent conflict. Third is conflict that happens between people
and social groups. Finally, conflicts that occur between teams that classifies in
step  with  activities,  such  as  socio-economic,  political,  ethnic,  and  others
(Yurevich, Oregovich, Mivhailovic and Yasilievich 2018: 1054). Moreover, the
thought  of  social  conflict  in  step  with  the  Lewis  A Coser  is  divided  into  3
components, including: 1). The thought in society is that there is an imbalance
that causes psychological disorders 2). Social conflict as a pair between reality
and concepts and 3). Social conflict as an action within the type of values and
pretensions  for  standing,  power,  and  resources.  (Yurevich,  Oregovich,
Mivhailovic and Yasilievich 2018: 1055)



According to Lewis Coser, social conflicts are divide into three varieties.
Forms  of  social  conflict  varieties  embrace  Social  Conflict  of  Role,  Social
Conflict of Position and Social Conflict of Interest. 1). Social Conflict of Role,
according to Katz and Kahn, role conflict is born from the synchronal emergence
of two or additional role necessities, therefore the performance of one makes the
opposite performance harder. (Lee and Fisher in palomino and Frezatti, 2015:
167). 2). Conflict of interest may be a conflict that reaches level of concern once
observers of reasoned observers might wonder if competitive interests inspire
the individual’s behavior or judgment. Having a competitive interest does not
essentially imply an error (Ferris and fletcher in stieglitz, Mirbabaie and Milde,
2018:  2).  3).  Definition  of  social  class  or  social  position  as  self-dimensions
rooted in objective material resources (income, education, and job prestige) and
subjective perceptions that area unit in line with alternative people's rankings.
Class reflects the representation of personality about social status in individuals,
but individuals must relate to other people. In addition, what they must do, in
turn, with definite patterns of action and knowledge (Oh and McGinn, 2015: 84).
Then social class or social position separates from individual individuals and
refers to the permanent  intersection of social  relations within the subordinate
network of social relations as father or teacher (Schäfers in stieglitz, Mirbabaie
and Milde, 2018: 2).

According to the ideas and definitions of social conflict from Lewis A
Coser, social conflict has an impression or impact on a personal and community
group. There square measure three effects of social conflict. The consequences
include: 1). Violence, Anger, and Murder. First, violence could be a challenge
that involves physical violence that is asked to hurt injury or kill somebody or
one thing. Predator violence is that the use of force to get wealth or different
resources, like theft or rape (Black, Conney and Phillips in Zahn, Brownstein,
and  Jackson,  2015:  146).  Second,  Anger  could  be  a  universal  temporary
condition consisting of subjective feelings of anger that modify in intensity and
length and turn out physiological reactivity that increases with the intensity of
subjective anger  feelings  (Quinn,  Rollock,  Purdue,  and Vrana,  2014:2).  Last,
Murder  is  people  who  kill  three  or  additional  individuals  whereas  (Sharma,
2018:6).

The writer chooses social conflict as a topic as a result he has discovered
social  issues  knowledgeable  by  characters  in  novels.  Social  conflict  tells
consecutive to follow developments in concert of the inessential aspects of the



novel. The writer is regarding analysing social conflict due to Linda Castillo's
novel  Sworn to  Silence that  tells  about  social  conflicts  that  usually  occur  in
reality. The  writer  considers  that  social  conflict  has  the  facility  to  influence
human  behaviour,  ways  that  of  thinking,  attitudes,  and  relationships  with
different characters.

1.2. Statements of Problem

1. What are the kinds of social conflict happening in Linda Castillo's Sworn to
Silence? 

2. What are the effects of social conflict happening in Linda Castillo’s Sworn to
Silence? 

1.3. Objectives of the Study

Based on the statement of problem, the study is intended:

1. To describe what kind of social conflict happening in Linda Castillo’s Sworn
to Silence.

2.  To describe  what  effects  of  social  conflict  happening in  Linda  Castillo's
Sworn to Silence.

1.4. Significance of Study

The purpose of this study is to provide an explanation of the definitions,
types  and  effects  of  conflict  in  social  life  to  readers  of  literary  works.  In
addition,  this  thesis  is  expected  to  contribute  to  the  community  who  are
interested  in  studying  sociology in  literature  especially  for  English  literature
students about novel social conflict.



1.5. Scope and Limitation

The scope of this research  is  conflict studies by using theory of Lewis
Coser in Linda Castillo's novel  Sworn to Silence. This thesis is limited on the
kinds of social conflict and the effect of social conflict. Especially, the kind of
social conflict are found in each characters in the novel, and the effect of the
social conflicts are found in some characters that have social conflict with others
people in the novel. 

1.6. Organization of the Study

   This  thesis presents  into  five  chapters.  First  chapter  consists  of
introduction  that  covers  background  of  the  study,  statement  of  problems,

objectives  of  the  study, significance  of  the  study,  scope  and limitation,  and
organization  of  the  study.  Second  chapter  presents  the  theoretical
foundation related to, the kinds of social conflict and the effect of social
conflict.  The  Third  chapter  deals  with  research  method  in  order  to
accomplish the study. It comprises research approach, source of the data,
research instrument, collection and data analysis procedure and literary
approach. Fourth  chapter provides findings and discussion. This chapter
reports the result  of the analysis.  Last  chapter contains conclusion and
suggestion/recommendation for further research in accordance with the
result of the research. The thesis ends with references.   
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